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REVOLT 1917 is an indie first person shooter set in the World War I Middle East. Blending survival and military shooter elements into several vast locales, REVOLT 1917 features gameplay elements such as: A MULTI-CHAPTER SINGLEPLAYER DESERT CAMPAIGN -Follow in the footsteps of the Arab tribal leaders as you explore the history and lands of the Arab
Revolt. Play over multiple key locations in the events of the time with each chapter promising a new gameplay focus. A FULLY DYNAMIC DAY/NIGHT/WEATHER/TEMPERATURE SYSTEM -Plan expeditions carefully to not fall victim to the perils of extreme desert heat or an unsuspecting sandstorm. AN IN DEPTH TIME AND CALENDAR SYSTEM -Launch attacks with
hourly precision utilizing a full 24 hour time cycle and time sensitive objectives. LARGE 2 SQ. KILOMETER ENVIRONMENTS -Locales include city interiors, small desert villages scattered across desert dunes, narrow rocky canyons and coastal ports; each forcing a differing play style. A COMPLEX HEALTH/STAMINA/HYDRATION SURVIVAL SYSTEM -Simple on the
surface; complex behind the scenes. Every degree of temperature, second spent sprinting through the heat, varying time of day, etc. will affect the player's characteristics. As you fall to dehydration and exhaustion your vision will blur and your agility will diminish. **For best results do not play on integrated graphics** About This Game: REVOLT 1917 is an
indie first person shooter set in the World War I Middle East. Blending survival and military shooter elements into several vast locales, REVOLT 1917 features gameplay elements such as: A MULTI-CHAPTER SINGLEPLAYER DESERT CAMPAIGN -Follow in the footsteps of the Arab tribal leaders as you explore the history and lands of the Arab Revolt. Play over
multiple key locations in the events of the time with each chapter promising a new gameplay focus. A FULLY DYNAMIC DAY/NIGHT/WEATHER/TEMPERATURE SYSTEM -Plan expeditions carefully to not fall victim to the perils of extreme desert heat or an unsuspecting sandstorm. AN IN DEPTH TIME AND CALENDAR SYSTEM -Launch attacks with hourly precision
utilizing a full 24 hour time cycle and time sensitive objectives. LARGE

Features Key:
765Kb size game size
DLC Available (not recommended)
New gameplay
Features Re-worked Multiplayer

Offline Play

Full Survival mode Offline
Coop Missions Objective:Survive for 5 days
Randomized Mission types:

1. Challenges (5 levels)
2. Pick your Battlefield, American Battlefield, Western Battlefield, Eastern Battlefield and Far Eastern Battlefield and complete them to get Survival and Coop Missions
3. Battlefield - Level 1-2: Ever-Changing Level
4. Battlefield - Level 3-4-5: Sudden death + Randomly Changing Scenarios
5. Shoot Your Way to Victory: 1 click = Point
6. Command your Heroes to Win: Instant victory.

Realistic World War II Tanks

47 different tank types
Destroy enemies Tanks & Vehicles!
Upgrade your Tank to Unlock more Tanks!!
Metagame Map
World War 2 Setting
Recruit and Upgrade of your Tanks

REVOLT 2017 Survival:

Command your own tank 1) Competitive Multiplayer with up to 4 players. Play in 4 different game Modes. 1) Hunt the Tankers This is a Race based game where
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What's new:

: THE MARCH TO SEUBIK, KOLNIK, CEZAR, KATYN, AND THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION INTRODUCTION World War I has come to an end following the abandonment of the mutiny of army officers in mutiny on the E-10 front in March
1917. As of 1916 the Tsarist government resorted to the act of introducing soldiers into the civil administration of the army, and the January edition of the Russian Soviet News (RSN) has called on the masses to demand
immediate peace. The decision to establish a free press was made by the Constituent Assembly, to be held in November 1917, the Russian Revolution of 1917 was received as an opportunity by the Soviet government to arrange
its work. The act on establishing the RSGK was introduced on April 10, 1917. On April 18 a decree was announced that the RSGK would be fully supported by the Soviet government. The emergency regulations were announced
on April 26, 1917. From October 5, 1917 the RSGK under the direction of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee develops a newspaper that will be available to the masses. On December 2, 1917 newspapers would be
available to the masses on a 24-hour basis. From April 30, 1918 the head of the RSN, Karl Radek, was to be the Chairman of the Central Executive Committee of the Soviet government. The RSGK, which regarded the All-Russian
Central Executive Committee as its general council, has reported directly to the Soviet government since 1917. Albert Einstein (1879-1955), Albert Abraham Michelson (1852-1923), George Berkeley, and Niels Bohr (1885-1962)
came to the United States. Historians are discovering many new books about the year 1918. Albert Einstein became a U.S. citizen and left Russia. Niels Bohr became an American citizen. One of the reasons for the end of the war
was the publication of The World Crisis: A Documentary History 1917-1918 by A. N. Wilson, London. The mobilization of the United States for the Great War meant an increase of U.S. involvement in World War I. Another reason
for the end of the war was the creation of committees made up of ministers in Great Britain such as the Petrograd Committee to Combattelleigue and the Paris Peace Conference. Many countries became victims of the war. The
Czech crisis was regarded as one of those events
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How To Crack REVOLT 1917:

Navigate to Update folder to download the DirectX files for your computer. 1. Move the downloaded file into C: >Program Files (x86)>Steam >Desktop>Optifine>Optifine Steamfiles>1. The file will look like xxxx.exe. 1. In order to install the native version of the Optifine 1.7 file you must extract it from the zips folder to your desktop.
 You must open your terminal and navigate to the zips folder. 1. Open your terminal from Window -> Accessories -> Terminal 1. Enter the following code in the terminal cd "desktop/optifine/zips" (without the quotes). This
will prompt you to enter a directory on your computer. 1. Enter that directory and press Enter. 1. The terminal should look like: 
Desktop/optifine/zips

cd desktop/optifine/zips

Exit

cd

There

folder

ls

There

folder

cd optifine

cd zips

There

folder

cd
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System Requirements:

Windows XP or higher. Vista is not supported. Laptop or Desktop with minimum of: Processor: Intel Core i5 750 RAM: 8 GB RAM Hard disk space: 7 GB (Install size of EOS is approx. 3GB) EOS will automatically launch and save the game state if you start it from Steam. Otherwise, it is recommended that you save the game state manually. Minimum Internet
speed: Download Speed: minimum 12 Mbps Upload Speed: minimum 50 Mbps
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